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4th Grade Writer’s Workshop Unit 3 Writing Fiction: Big Dreams, Tall Ambitions The heart of the CSISD Writers Workshop Units of Study stem directly from Lucy Calkins Units of Study for Primary Writing and Units of Study for Teaching Writing 3-5. Based on the needs of students and teachers in CSISD as well as the demands of the TEKS (Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills) at each grade level, additional suggestions for mini-lessons and resources have been added. The page numbers referenced in all curriculum sessions are from Lucy Calkins Units of Study for Primary Writing and Units of Study for Teaching Writing 3-5, Book 4.



Session 1: Imagining Stories From Ordinary Moments Teaching Point: Fiction writers get ideas for stories from daily life and from past writing. Materials: entries from your Writer’s Notebook, chart paper Additional Resources: See CD-ROM Connect: (page 2) Share with students how much you’ve enjoyed reading their writing and now they are ready to write a specific genre…FICTION. Teach (Model): (pages 2-4) “Today I’m going to teach you that you can get writing ideas for fiction by paying attention to your life.” *Tell a story about how you realized that fictional writers use real life to base their stories/get ideas. For example, while Charlotte’s Web is a fictional story about animals, the basis of the idea comes from a barnyard. Reread from your own idea list in your Writer’s Notebook to identify a seed story idea. Stop on one of the ideas and verbalize how the idea originated in real life but could be written as fiction. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (pages 4-5) In partnerships, students use entries from the teacher’s notebook to “mine” ideas for stories. Turn and Talk with a partner and determine if you could imagine growing one of these ideas into a fiction story. Teacher listens to conversations. Help one student demonstrate how he/she “mined” for the idea.
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Link: (page 5) Revisit the teaching point. “Today and for the rest of your lives, whenever you want to write fiction, reread your Writer’s Notebook with a fiction writer’s eyes. Remember to reread, wait and imagine.” Try: (page 6) Students revisit their Writer’s Notebook to “mine” for ideas. Allow students to work for 10 minutes and then meet with their partners to share possible fiction seeds. Share: (pages 9-12) Teacher offers some examples of the kinds of stories students are identifying in their notebooks. Read one or two of their ideas. If time permits, encourage students to share some of their ideas.



Session 2: Imagining Stories We Wish Existed In The World Teaching Point: Students will imagine the books they wish existed in the world to get ideas for stories. Materials: chart paper Additional Resources: See CD-ROM Connect: (page 16) Using an example found in a student’s notebook, show group how student found ideas in their own life. Teach (Model): (pages 17-18) “Today I’m going to teach you that writers collect ideas for stories not only from collecting ideas from their own lives, but also stories we wish existed.” “We look for books with characters like ourselves.” Point out that oftentimes writers invent characters who have desires and difficulties much like their own. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (pages 18-19) “Turn and tell a partner about a kind of book you would like to read and a possible story that might emerge. Tell your partner about a possible character who could be invented.” Link: (page 19) “Today and every day, as a fiction writer you may use the strategies we’ve learned so far.” Identify strategies that they have learned as fiction writers. Try: (page 20) Students begin an entry in their Writer’s Notebook using seed ideas from their own lives and stories they wish they could read about. Share: (pages 22-24) Acknowledge stories children have already written. Let them know that you wish that we could all hear each other’s stories, but first….. “I want to teach you how to story tell.” Model retelling of a familiar fairy tale. Writers get with their partner and retell their own story idea. 2



Session 3: Developing Believable Characters Teaching Point: Students will learn that fiction writers need to choose a seed idea and begin to develop characters by creating external and internal traits. Materials: chart paper Additional Resources: See CD-ROM Connect: (pages 28-29) Emphasize that children have learned the ingredients of a good story. However, story ideas need to include some more specifics about the character and the story. Teach (Model): (pages 29-32) “Today I’m going to teach that after fiction writers have chosen a story idea, they rehearse by writing –by thinking on the page-about their character. You develop your story ideas by listing external and internal features of your main character. External and internal traits need to cohere. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (pages 33-34) Set children up to join the teacher in creating the main character in your story. Refer to chart on pg 32: Advice for Developing a Character Link: (page 35) Have students choose their story idea and begin charting external and internal characteristics of a character. Remind children that fiction writers do this always. Try: (page 36) Have students rehearse their writing by thinking on the page about the external and internal characteristics of their character. Share: (pages 38-41) Spotlight one student who decided his character was one-sided and asked, “What’s the flip side of this trait?”



Session 4: Giving Characters Struggles and Motivations Teaching Point: Students will learn that writers develop characters not only by telling about their motivation and struggles, but also by creating scenes that show these things. Materials: chart paper, mentor text for character development Additional Resources: See CD-ROM Connect: (pages 44-45) Celebrate the character development work students have done that occurred in the previous mini-lessons. Teach (Model): (pages 45-46) “Today I’m going to teach you that every fiction writer needs to know his/her characters’ wants and struggles-we have to show and not tell these details.” Using a mentor text, 3



identify a scene where the character wants something and encounters difficulty. Mention that writers create little scenes and then piece them together like bricks to create a brick wall (aka, the big picture.) Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (pages 46-48) Using the same mentor text, students will work in pairs to rename the desires and the struggles experienced by the character. Discuss how these findings can paint a scene. Debrief and reiterate how writers put their characters into small scenes that reveal their desires and struggles. Link: (page 48-49): “So writers, whenever you write fiction, remember there are oodles of things we can think about when you want to develop characters. We usually build the story line out of our character’s desires and struggles so we can create little scenes that show this.” Try: (page 50): Using their own story ideas, students will identify character desires and struggles to create scenes. Tell students, “Writing them is a way to bring characters to life and that’s our greatest job right now. Off you go!” Share: (page 53) Identify one student to share what he/she learned about writing in previous units to reinforce connections between the units of study. Use anchor charts from previous units to make the connections.



Session 5: Plotting With A Story Mountain Teaching Point: Students will sketch out possible plotlines for stories using a story mountain that represent traditional story structure. Materials: chart paper Additional Resources: See CD-ROM Connect: (page 60) Remind students that fiction writers have a variety of strategies for bringing people to life and strategies for thinking about the internal and external characteristics of the main character. Teach: (pages 61-62) “Today I’m going to teach you that after we develop characters, fiction writers draft possible sequence of events. Today I’ll teach you how to make a story mountain.” See example on page 60 about Patricia Reilly Giff. Show students how the sequence of events gets worse and worse in a familiar picture book by plotting the events in a story mountain. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (pages 62-64) Class will work together to plan a possible plot line based on one of the student’s stories. Link: (page 64) Today and every day, when you write fiction remember that the sequence of events gets worse and worse.
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Try: (page 65) Students will draft their own story mountain making the sequence of events get worse and worse. Share: (page 68) Remind students that timelines, outlines, boxes and bullets and story mountains are all tools for revision. Partners share story mountains.



Session 6: Show Don’t Tell: Planning and Writing Scenes Teaching Point: Students will write scenes. Materials: chart paper Additional Resources: See CD-ROM Connect: (pages 74-75) Using an overhead or document camera, comment about writing to illustrate that there comes a time when writers need to move from planning to drafting. Teach (Model): (page 76) “Today I want to remind you that when you write a story, it helps to think carefully about how our materials can support the plans for writing.” “Writers can use a separate page for each point on their story mountain.” Demonstrate by transferring dots on the class story mountain onto early pages of a booklet. Tell children that fiction is composed of scenes, or drama, and that sometimes a line of dialogue or a small action ignites a dramatic scene. Illustrate the difference between summary and scene by telling a familiar tale in two contrasting ways. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (pages 77-78) Partner talk- Students will tell a scene/ moment from their story mountain. Choose a child’s example and ask all children to help the one child reimagine a moment he’s told, writing it as a scene for a story. You may wish to provide one more demonstration this time reminding students that we may choose to start storytelling with dialogue. Remind writers to show what their characters are doing or saying. Link: (page 78) Today and every day, when writing fiction, you’ll consider using dramatic scenes to show don’t tell your story. Try: (page 79) So writers, your job today will be to first transfer your story mountain onto a story booklet. Then use the booklet as a support for storytelling. When you are ready, start working on your lead and write a scene today that sounds like a story – like a word movie- with dialogue and action. Share: (page 80) Choose students to direct their little scenes as if they were acting it out like a movie. Students perform the scenes.
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Session 7: Feeling and Drafting The Heart of Your Story Teaching Point: Students will create drafts. Materials: drafting paper Additional Resources: See CD-ROM Connect: (page 86) Remind students that they have created story mountains and characters and best yet, they’ve begun bringing these to life on the page! We became the characters, and writing is a bit like a drama happening to us. Teach (Model): (page 87) “Today I’m going to teach you how to go from envisioning to enacting to drafting so that readers are able to more easily walk in the shoes of your characters through your writing.” Remind students that when reading we lose ourselves and become the character- our imagination allows us to “live the story. ”Readers can more easily walk in the shoes of the character if the author has done so first. Demonstrate the movement from envisioning to enacting to drafting. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (page 89) Restate specific strategies just taught in the lesson. Link: (page 89) “Writers, today I want to remind you that writing is a lot like drama. Once we’ve written our lead, we need to reread it and become the character. When writing today and everyday, act the story out in your head as you write.” Try: (page 90) Students write independently. While roving, ask students to describe the scenes they are acting out in their heads. Share: (page 93) Use share time today to teach children how to conference with each other. Focus on revising early in the process and paying special attention to the leads in the story. Partner share.



Session 8: Studying Published Texts To Make Leads Teaching Point: Fiction writers revise with lenses. Materials: Fireflies by Julie Brinkloe, additional mentor texts with strong leads, chart paper Additional Resources: See CD-ROM Connect: (page 100) Celebrate the work that has been done so far. Teach (Model): (page 101) “Today I’m going to teach you that it is important to pause, rewind, and listen to what we’ve written so that we revise early and revise well.” Sometimes revising the lead of the 6



story will cause us to revise the rest of the story. Teacher tells students that sometimes studying the leads of published authors helps us write our own leads. Read aloud the lead in a mentor text. Teach students that it often helps to start with the exact words one character is saying or with a small action. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (page 102) Read aloud a second lead from a mentor text with a different approach. Ex. Julie Brinkloe’s Fireflies. Students talk with their partner about what they notice and could try in their writing. Then talk as a whole group about what they notice in the lead. List on your fingers the noticed techniques. Link: (page 105) Today and every day, writers revisit the techniques/ strategies they might take to revise their leads. Try: (page 106) Student begin drafting and revising leads using the self-selected strategies/ techniques. Share: (page 109) Remind students that each lead will get them started telling a different story. Students write in the air the way their story would go if they selected a different lead. Share a few student responses.



Session 9: Orienting Readers With Setting Teaching Point: Students will learn to “stay in the scene,” making sure the action and dialogue are grounded in the setting. Materials: Mentor texts with strong descriptions of setting, question stems, chart paper Additional Resources: See CD-ROM Connect: (page 116) Tell about a time you were awakened in the dark and felt disoriented. Compare this to the disorientation some readers feel when drafts don’t include enough setting. Teach (Model): (page 117) “Today I’m going to teach you that we need to be sure to show the place and the time, so that our readers don’t have that disoriented feeling, asking, “Wait, where is this? What’s going on?” Tell children that when writing scenes it’s easy to rely only on dialogue, resulting in characters who don’t seem to be anywhere in particular. Give an example of an “all talk” scene in which characters are nowhere, leaving readers struggling to feel oriented. Tell children that the child revised the scene by adding action and setting. Point out that often when trying to supply the setting and action, the writer discovers important new interactions and meanings. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (page 119) Have partners use their own writing to ask “Will this make sense to readers? Could you picture what’s going on? Did you see the place?” Ask partnerships to share their new versions. Close by highlighting the steps you hope writers use with their own texts. Emphasize revisions that start out as corrections can become entirely new creations.
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Link: (page 121) Today and every day, when you revise, you’ll reread for all the goals that have become important to you. You’ll make sure your characters feel real. You’ll make sure you don’t leave your readers in the dark. If there is a section in your writing that seems disorienting, you can revise it by adding setting and action to the scene. Try: (page 122) Students continue to shift between drafting and revising, and through revision, they’ll reread their draft with specific lenses using strategies of the mini lesson. Share: (page 128) Ask children to share, and ask a listener to signal when they feel well oriented to what is occurring in the story and when they feel they need more action or setting.



Session 10: Writing Powerful Endings Teaching Point: Fiction writers craft endings that mesh with and serve the purpose of their stories. Materials: mentor texts with strong endings, chart paper Additional Resources: See CD-ROM Connect: (page 134) Acknowledge that some children will soon be drafting an ending to their stories, and share author quotes which spotlight the importance of an effective ending. Teach (Model): (page 134) “Today I’m going to teach you that writers take our time with endings, weighing and considering, drafting and revising until we find one that fits. We know that this ending will tie up loose ends, resolve the unresolved difficulties, and bring home the story’s meaning.” Share something you know about how good endings go. Offer an example that illustrates a principle of good endings. Introduce anchor chart Key Questions Fiction Writers Consider in Revising Endings. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (page 136) Students can work in partnerships with own writing or a class text to consider whether the text’s purposes are fulfilled in the ending. Link: (page 137) Today and everyday, remember that writers always consider whether our ending matches our story. We want to remember that endings matter. Write a few different endings. Weigh which one you like best. Try: (page 138) Students continue to work through the writing process and begin work on drafting possible endings for their story when ready. Share: Share the story of one child’s writing process that led him/her to write a more powerful ending.
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Session 11: Revision: Rereading With A Lens Teaching Point: Writers don’t simply reread when revising, they reread with a lens. Writers vary their lenses accordingly. Materials: chart paper Additional Resources: See CD-ROM Connect: (page 146) Celebrate that some of your students have finished drafts of their stories, and remind them that reaching the end allows writers to reread and revise with new perspectives. Teach (Model): (page 146) “Today I’m going to teach you that when writers revise, they reread deliberately viewing their draft through a chosen lens.” We do need to put on special lenses, lenses that allow us reread our writing with one particular question or concern in mind. For example, we might reread looking to see if our character development satisfies us, or if we’ve shown the passage of time adequately, or to study our sentence length and punctuation to create rhythm and suspense. Explain that, especially when writing longer texts, many writers shift often between writing and revising. Demonstrate rereading a draft through a lens. Explain what rereading through another lens could look like. Now demonstrate that you can alter the lens with which you reread your draft, thereby seeing new aspects of it. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (page 148) Set children up to try reading a text through the lens of a Cardboard Character Alert (or another lens of choice). Encourage them to imagine revising the draft based on what they notice when they reread it. Link: (page 149) Today and everyday like professional writers, you are going to reread your own writing with lenses. You might reread asking, “Have I brought out the real thing this story is about? Can I make my characters seem less like cardboard cutouts?” Try: (page 150) Students continue to reread and revise their drafts, trying on different lenses to study their writing. Student also might consider rereading out loud to revise the sound of their story. Share: (page 151) Ask children to share the lenses they used to reread and then revise their work. Create an anchor chart for future reference.



Session 12: Making A Space For Writing Teaching Point: Writers create work spaces inside their Writing Notebooks. Materials: old anchor charts, Writing Notebook, chart paper Additional Resources: See CD-ROM
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Connect: (page 156) Tell students that you prepare for a writing project first by cleaning your office. Explain that many writers set up work spaces, putting items nearby that remind us of our resolutions. Teach (Model): (page 157) “Today I’m going to teach you that most writers set up spaces in which we can do our best work. We can put items and words into those spaces that remind us of all we resolve to do and be as writers.” Tell students that you like to look back on ideas learned from previous writing, bringing those lessons to bear on current writing. Because the way we grow as writers is like trees, with one ring inside the next, or like those little wooden dolls that fit one inside the other. Share the dream that each child can set up their notebooks and writing spaces to convey messages about their writing and themselves as writers. Explain that before you return to the class story or your own, you’ll first set out items that remind you of advice you want to recall. Select a quote from a book or an item from your writing life, and share the significance of whatever you select. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (page 158) Help writers leaf through and revisit old anchor charts and mentor texts, thinking, “Does any of this belong in my writing space?” Turn back to the anchor charts (Strategies for Generating Personal Narrative Writing, Qualities of Good Personal Narrative Writing, and Monitoring my Writing Process). Continue flipping back to anchor charts from previous units. Ask children to talk to a partner about items they might put in their notebooks or writing spaces that can help them recall previous lessons on good writing. Link: (page 159) So today and every day, remember that we can prepare ourselves for writing not only by sketching timelines, story mountains, or alternate leads. We can also prepare ourselves by looking back over lessons we learned earlier in our writing life and the texts that have taught us so much. We often select quotes, objects, or charts to keep near us as we write. Try: (page 160) Students may create a writer’s space with an individualized work plan. Writers can look for patterns in their work. Share: (page 161) Ask children to share some of their discoveries about themselves as writers and ways they chose to set up their Writer’s Notebook in order to best learn from previous lessons. Ask partners to share great parts of the writing they’ve done so far in this unit.



Session 13: Using Mentor Texts To Flesh Out Characters Teaching Point: Students will study mentor authors to notice what other writers do that works well. Example-Writers use actions and reveal details to show rather than tell about characters. Materials: mentor texts, chart paper Additional Resources: See CD-ROM



Connect: (page 166) Remind children of the previous lessons and connect them to today’s work. Remind students that revision starts with rereading through a lens. Remind students that they can go to texts they love to figure out what the authors have done and then apply that to their own writing. 10



Teach (Model): (page 166) “Today I’m going to teach you that writers read, first to open to the power of the story, and later to learn how writing is made.” Demonstrate this with a text that is important to you. Demonstrate applying the technique you’ve noted from the mentor text to your own writing. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (page 168) Ask children to use the mentor text you offer, studying it for what they might try. Ask them to discuss with a partner, ways to apply what they discover to the class story or their own writing. Link: (page 169) So today and every day, when you decide to revise, you may choose to find another lens for revising your draft or you might use a mentor text and ask yourself, “What did the author do that I could try?” Try: (page 170) Students continue to draft and revise through various lenses and by rereading mentor texts to notice techniques that they could try as writers. Share: (page 172) Share examples of actions revealing emotions. Remind writers they can do this in their own writing.



Session 14: Editing with Various Lenses Teaching Point: Writers listen to our writing carefully. They choose words, structures, and punctuation that help convey the content, mood, tone and feelings of the piece. Materials: tools for editing Additional Resources: See CD-ROM Connect: (page 176) Remind children that editing involves bringing all that the writer knows and is able to do to the draft. Tell students they will be rereading carefully, and relying on class editing lists, on resources such as dictionaries, and on each other as they seek to correct and clean up their drafts. Teach (Model): (page 177) “Today I’m going to teach you that when rereading a draft, if you find misspelled words you should circle these and try them again. Then you may edit your draft for other concerns-paragraphing, punctuation, and so forth.” Refer to the good work one child has done, emphasize that writers reread a draft many times, checking for one editing concern, then another. Include an overview of how you hope children go about checking for punctuation, tense, and consistency. Describe and then demonstrate how the child reread, checking spellings. Highlight the fact that the writer tried the word in question several times, seeking outside resources after she’d drawn on her own resources. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): (page 180) Have students assume the role of editor with a partner. Have students practice rereading and editing each other’s work through various editing lenses.
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Link: (page 180) So today and every day, remember that we take editing very seriously. We reread our draft multiple times choosing different lenses in which to edit our drafts. Try: (page181) Students work on editing their drafts using personal editing checklists. They also use outside resources as well as their own to help guide them as they read through editing lenses. Share: (page 183) Ask children to share their work with a partner, asking for particular feedback, as writers do.



Session 15: Publishing Anthologies: A Celebration Teaching Point: Writers will have the opportunity to see their work published in book form. They will receive reviews on their contributions to the class anthology.    
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Welcome the guests. Mark the occasion. Unveil the anthologies. After readings are complete, celebrate! During this time, children write reviews.
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